STONE CARE RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. If a stain is apparent in the stone, it can be removed with an SCI Stain Removal Powder.
2. Natural stone and grout should be sealed with STONE SPRAY-N-SEAL® to help prevent staining.
3. Always maintain stone with clean rayon mops, sponge mops, towels or rags.
4. Replace old mops, towels, and rags because they lose their cleaning ability as they age.
5. Always remove loose debris from stone surfaces to prevent scratching.
6. Pick up spills immediately to prevent staining and etching.
7. Use coasters under drink glasses to help prevent glass rings from occurring.
8. Sweep entrance ways weekly and supply entrance matting on stone floors to keep outside sediment off the stone. Vacuum entrance mats weekly.
9. When mopping stone floors, change the bucket solution every 500 square feet because dirty water can stain the stone and grout.
10. Dust mop stone floor surfaces at least twice a week.
11. Popular products that damage stone surfaces: Juices, shaving cream, alcoholic beverages, soda, perfume/cologne, nail polish remover, ketchup, mustard, vinegar, supermarket cleaning chemicals, dishwashing soap, hair perm chemicals, shampoos and body soaps that contain EDTA, rock salt, sand, toothpaste, drain openers, toilet bowl cleaners, and any fluid that contains an acid or alkali.

STONE CARE FACTS & GUARANTEE:
SCI products are guaranteed to preserve the natural beauty of all stone surfaces. Our products will never harm natural stone. Our sealers are guaranteed to prevent water and oil-based liquids from staining the stone; however, the sealers do not protect the outer surface of the stone. Should a stain occur, please contact SCI at 1-800-839-1654. For maximum protection of your stone and to extend the life of the SCI Sealers, use SCI products to maintain your stone surface. It is recommended to reseal once per year. SCI only warrants its own brand of products. Your SCI dealer will be provided with an SCI Stone Care Manual that will help answer any questions about the proper care of your stone or tile.

SURFACE: SEALING ALL STONE SURFACES: CARE PRODUCT:
STONE SPRAY-N-SEAL
**For extra porous stone, use Stone Spray-N-Seal XP.

COUNTERTOPS & VANITIES:
GRANITE MARBAMIST or CLEAN EnCOUNTERS
MARBLE MARBAMIST or CLEAN EnCOUNTERS
LIMESTONE MARBAMIST or CLEAN EnCOUNTERS
CERAMIC & PORCELAIN TILE CERAMICLEAN
CULTURED MARBLE & CONCRETE CLEAN EnCOUNTERS
SOLID SURFACES & LAMINATES CLEAN EnCOUNTERS
ENGINEERED STONE CLEAN EnCOUNTERS
**Use International Stone Polish to enrich to the color of your stone countertop.

FLOORS:
MARBLE MARBALEX
MARBLE MARBALEX
GRAITE MARBALEX
LIMESTONE MARBALEX
TERRA COTTA MARBALEX
SLATE MARBALEX
TERRAZZO MARBALEX
CERAMIC & PORCELAIN TILE CERAMICLEAN

DISINFECTING BATHROOM STONE:
MARBLE COUNTERRIFIC
MARBLE COUNTERRIFIC
GRAITE COUNTERRIFIC
LIMESTONE COUNTERRIFIC
SLATE COUNTERRIFIC
CERAMIC & PORCELAIN TILE COUNTERRIFIC

FIREPLACE SURROUNDS:
MARBLE MARBAMIST or CLEAN EnCOUNTERS
MARBLE MARBAMIST or CLEAN EnCOUNTERS
GRAITE MARBAMIST or CLEAN EnCOUNTERS
LIMESTONE MARBAMIST or CLEAN EnCOUNTERS
SLATE MARBAMIST or CLEAN EnCOUNTERS
CERAMIC & PORCELAIN TILE CERAMICLEAN

CLEANING GROUT:
STONE SPRAY-N-SEAL & INTL. POLISH STONE SPRAY-N-SEAL & INTL. POLISH
STONE SPRAY-N-SEAL & INTL. POLISH CERAMICLEAN

STAIN REMOVAL:
ALL NATURAL STONES & GROUT SCI POULTICE POWDERS
SOLID SURFACES DEEP CLEANER FOR DUNPTON CORIAN®
POLISHING MARBLE FLOORS: SCI-M POWDER or CRYSTAL SHINE
POLISHING TERRAZZO FLOORS: SCI-TZ POWDER or CRYSTAL SHINE

COLOR ENHANCING:
FLAMED GRANITE STONE COLOR ENHANCER
TUMBLED MARBLE STONE COLOR ENHANCER
SLATE STONE COLOR ENHANCER

Copyright 2006 Stone Care International, Inc.
**For disinfecting all stone, tile surfaces & countertops, use Couterrific.
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STONE AND TILE CARE PROCEDURES

STONE COUNTERTOPS, VANITIES, AND FIREPLACE SURROUNDS:
Products: Marbamat® or Clean EnCounters®
International Stone Polish®

CLEANING STONE COUNTERTOPS:
Clean the stone surfaces daily with Marbamat or Clean EnCounters Spray Cleaner.
1. Gently remove any loose debris from the surface.
2. Simply spray the cleaner on to the surface and wipe clean.
*For disinfecting and sanitizing, use Counterrific.

POLOSHING STONE COUNTERTOPS:
Apply International Stone Polish weekly for maximum protection of the stone.
1. Shake the bottle before applying.
2. Put the polish on with a clean dry cloth and spread it liberally on to the surface.
3. Let the polish dry to a complete haze and wipe off with a clean dry cloth.
(Food can be applied to the surface 30 minutes after the application has been completed.)

KITCHEN & FOYER STONE FLOOR AREAS:
Product: Marbalex®

CLEANING STONE FLOORS:
1. Gently remove any loose debris from the stone surface with a dry/dust mop.
2. Mix Marbalex at 2 ounces per gallon of warm water.
3. Using a clean mop, apply Marbalex to the surface and let it dry. Rinsing is not required.
(Do not apply International Stone Polish to stone floors.)

CERAMIC & PORCELAIN TILE SURFACES:
Product: Ceramiclean®

CLEANING TILE FLOORS:
1. Simply mix Ceramiclean at 2 ounces per gallon of warm water.
2. Using a clean mop, apply Ceramiclean to the surface and let it dry.
3. Rinsing is not required.

CLEANING TILE COUNTERTOPS AND WALL SURFACES:
1. Simply mix Ceramiclean at 2 ounces per quart of water.
2. Spray Ceramiclean onto the surface and wipe off with a clean dry cloth.

BATHROOMS:
Products: Counterrific™
International Stone Polish®

DISINFECTING & CLEANING BATHROOM STONE VANITIES & WALL SURFACES AND FLOORS:
1. Gently remove any loose debris from the bathroom stone fixtures, vanities, and shower walls.
2. Spray Counterrific onto surface and keep wet for 5 minutes.
3. Wipe off with a clean damp cloth.

POLOSHING BATHROOM STONE VANITIES:
Apply International Stone Polish to bathroom stone fixtures, vanities, and shower walls weekly.
1. Shake the bottle before applying.
2. Put the polish on with a clean dry cloth and spread it liberally on the surface.
3. Let the polish dry to a complete haze and wipe off with a clean dry cloth.
(Do not apply to bathroom stone floors.)

GROUT CLEANING:
Product: Cerameclean® or Stone Quest®

REMOVING MOLD/MILDEW AND LIME DEPOSITS:
1. Simply mix cleaner at 4 to 6 ounces per quart of warm water.
2. Apply cleaner to the grout and let it stand for three minutes.
3. Gently scrub the grout with a soft bristled hand brush.
4. Wipe off with a clean dry terrycloth towel.

REMOVING GLASS RINGS, SCRATCHES, AND DULL SPOTS FROM MARBLE:
Product: Marbacreem®

PROCEDURES:
Marble Countertops/Tabletops/Vanities/Walls:
1. Clean the surface with Marbamat.
2. Shake Marbacreem until product thickens.
3. Add a few small drops of water to the damaged area, then apply a dab of Marbacreem to the area.
4. Using a clean piece of red buffing pad, begin buffing in a circular motion.
5. Wipe off when desired appearance is attained.
6. Rinse with Marbamat.
7. Protect the surface with International Stone Polish.

STAIN REMOVAL:
Product: SCI Poultice Powders

COMMON POUltICE METHOD:
1. Wet the stained area with distilled water.
2. Blend the powder with water to a thick paste consistency.
3. Apply a layer about 1/4" thick to the stained area.
4. Cover the poultice with plastic wrap to keep it air-tight. (Put 3 tiny holes in the plastic.)
5. The poultice must be completely dry before removing the wrap. (24-28 hours)
*THE DRYING OF THE POULtICE IS WHAT REMOVES THE STAIN*
6. When dry, take the wrap off and remove the dry poultice with a wooden spatula.
7. If the stain reappears, repeat the process again.
8. Etching may occur from the chemicals. To correct, polish with Marbacreem.

SEALING STONE & GROUT:
(Prevents staining)
Product: Stone Spray-N-Seal® or Stone Spray-N-Seal XP® (for extra porous surfaces)

1. Be sure that the surface is clean and dry.
2. Shake product well before using.
3. Cover surrounding areas that are not intended to be sealed.
4. Liberally spray the entire surface until it is wet. (Outer edges may dry quicker.)
5. When surface begins to dry within 3-5 minutes, wet it again to allow sealer to properly penetrate and cure.
6. After 30 minutes, wipe off excess sealer with a clean dry terrycloth towel.
7. If excess dries on the surface, spray more sealer onto the surface and wipe off immediately with a clean dry terrycloth towel.

- For more porous stones like limestone, slate, and fine-grained granites, repeat steps 4-7 one hour after the first application only if you are using Stone Spray-N-Seal®.
- Floor surfaces may be walked on 4 hours after application.
- For quality curing results, keep surface dry for 24-48 hours after application. 48 is best.

Get 5% OFF on all SCI products!
Visit www.stonecare.com or call 1-800-839-1654
enter promotion code: RYNONE when checking out